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Abstract

We analyze polarization switching in Vertical Cavity
Surface Emitting Lasers taking into account a proper
semiconductor frequency�dependent complex suscepti�
bility and spin��ip processes� Thermal e�ects are in�
cluded as a varying detuning� and gain di�erences arise
from birefringence splitting� We �nd that for large bire�
fringence� gain di�erences between the two linearly po�
larized modes are preponderant and switching occurs
due to thermal shift� For small birefringence� a polariza�
tion switching from the high�gain to the low�gain mode
occurs due to the combined e�ect of birefringence and
semiconductor phase�amplitude coupled dynamics for a
�nite value of the carrier spin �ip rate�
Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting Lasers� typically

emit linearly polarized �LP	 light and� for bias currents
relatively close to threshold� in the fundamental trans�
verse mode� With this transverse pro�le �xed� a rich
phenomenology of polarization instabilities have been
reported��
� Often� the LP mode selected at threshold
becomes unstable as the injection current is increased�
and a switch to the orthogonal LP mode occurs for some
value of the injection current�
A �rst explanation proposed for the origins of this po�

larization switching �PS	 relies on the di�erent modal
gain corresponding to each LP mode�� Gain di�erences
appear because of the di�erent frequency of the LP
modes in a birefringent optical cavity� but they can
also be due to the combined e�ect of birefringence and
spatial�hole burning�� At threshold� the LP mode with
larger gain is selected� As the injection current is in�
creased� device self�heating induces a red�shift of both
the gain curve and the cavity resonances� The red�shift
of the gain spectrum is larger than that of the cavity
resonances� which may lead to a change of sign in the
gain di�erence between the two LP modes� and thus to
PS�� This is a rather intuitive argument� but there are
some experiments which cannot be explained within this
framework� In particular� PS still occurs in a geometry
which tends to equalize the gain of the two LP modes
and when the cavity resonance is always detuned to the
same side of the gain peak�� Moreover� PS has also been
observed when driving the laser with electrical pulses
shorter than the thermal relaxation time� so that ther�

mal shifts do not come into play��

A second mechanism proposed for explaining PS in�
vokes the combined e�ect of birefringence and saturable
dispersion associated with the linewidth enhancement
factor� �� in the context of a Spin Flip Model �SFM	
for the nonlinear gain dynamics of the semiconduc�
tor medium������ Small gain di�erences select a LP at
threshold but� as the injection current is increased� they
are easily overcome by phase�amplitude dynamics������

However� this model does not incorporate a frequency
dependent gain� and therefore it does not take into ac�
count either nonlinear gain di�erences between the LP
modes� or the e�ects of thermal shift of the cavity reso�
nances and the gain peak�
In this paper we develop an extension of the SFM

which incorporates a realistic spectral dependence of the
gain and index of refraction of active QW structures� We
describe the optical �eld in terms of the slowly varying
amplitudes of its circularly polarized components� E��
each interacting only with a part� N�� of the total car�
rier density N � N� � N�� The carrier densities N�
tend to be equalized by spin �ip processes� The equal�
ization rate of the holes is much larger than that of the
electrons��� so we take equal densities for the populations
of holes� while the densities of electrons are equalized at
a rate �j � The interaction of a monochromatic circularly
polarized wave and the active QW material is described
through a complex susceptibility ��� which involves a
summation over all k�states in the �rst Brillouin zone
weighted with the carrier occupancy of each state��	 Such
a susceptibility can be analytically evaluated when some
simplifying assumptions are made�
 �	 the dipole ma�
trix element between the valence and conduction bands
is independent of k� �	 the width of each transition is also
independent of k� �	 all carriers are in quasi�equilibrium
within each band� and �	 low temperature limit� Then�
when only one electron and one hole �parabolic	 bands
are considered it is found that
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where D� � N��Nt is the carrier density per spin ori�
entation normalized to the �total	 transparency carrier
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density� Nt� The dependence on the frequency of the
�elds arises through
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where �c � �� are the optical frequencies of each circu�
larly polarized wave� and � � ��c��t	�� is the detuning
between the cavity resonance and the nominal transition
frequency normalized to the linewidth� �� of the optical
transitions for �xed k� This linewidth corresponds to
the inverse of the dephasing time of the material po�
larization� Band�gap renormalization e�ects have been
included in ��	 through � which describes the band�gap
shrinkage with carrier density� b is linked to the total
energy span of the conduction and valence bands and it
determines the optical response of the QW material in
the absence of carriers� i� e�� it sets the background in�
dex of refraction and absorption of the unpumped active
region� Finally� �� is the device�dependent parameter
that determines the material gain� The characteristics of
�� and the approximations made in its derivation have
been discussed in detail in � ���� The main advantage of
using a susceptibility like ��	 is that it allows us to in�
corporate in a realistic way the nonlinear dependence on
carrier density of both the gain and index spectra of the
QW material� Hence� it incorporates the e�ects of the
QW active material on both the amplitude and phase of
the optical �eld�
It is worth noting that a primary thermal e�ect�

namely� the relative shift of the cavity frequency and
the material gain spectrum� is easily taken into account
in ��	 by letting � to depend on temperature� Since the
gain spectrum redshifts faster than the cavity resonance�
increasing temperature corresponds to increasing �� We
consider only temperature changes small enough to ne�
glect thermal changes in material gain and transparency
carrier density�
The dynamical evolution equations of the SFM includ�

ing the spectral dependence of the material response to
the optical �eld are
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where we have normalized the �elds such that jE�j
� cor�

responds to photon density� � stands for the total cavity
loss� a � �c�ng	��c�cn	� � is the con�nement factor to
the active region� I is the �total	 injected current den�
sity� �im

� is the imaginary part of the susceptibility� and
�e is the carrier decay rate� A proper description of fre�
quency dependent dynamics is obtained solving ��	���	

while imposing self�consistently that �� � i �E��E��

Eqs� ��	���	 together with ��	 have steady state solu�
tions which correspond to two orthogonal states of LP
emission depending on whether E� and E� lock at a
phase di�erence 	 � � or 
� For de�niteness� we label
them as �x or �y� respectively� and for �p � � they corre�
spond to the shorter and longer wavelength� respectively�
their frequency splitting being roughly �� � ��p� The
linear stability analysis of such solutions allows us to de�
termine the domain in parameter space where each LP
mode is stable and thus the possible occurrence of PS�
Typical stability results for a relatively large value of

the birefringence are shown in Fig� � in the I�� plane�
There is a minimum threshold for � � �m correspond�
ing to the cavity resonance being aligned with the gain
peak� For a given �� the LP mode selected at thresh�
old is the closest to the gain peak� i� e�� �x for � � �m

and �y for � � �m� Above threshold we �nd a region
�I	 in which only �x is stable and another �III	 where
only �y is stable� A bistability region �II	 also appears�
extending from below to above �m almost symmetri�
cally� due to nonlinear gain saturation induced by the
lasing mode� PS occurs as the system is brought from
I to III or viceversa� In this case� PS does not occur
at constant �� Instead� it occurs for constant I as � is
varied across �m� Within our framework� we call this
PS �thermally induced� since it appears by scanning ��
either by changing substrate temperature or by device
self�heating as the current is increased �see arrow in Fig�
�	�

Fig� �� Stability diagram of LP solutions in the plane
I � � �the injection current is normalized to the minimum
threshold�� Solid arrow indicates a possible path associ�
ated with thermal e�ects� Parameter values	 �e 
 � ns���
�p 
 � ns��� �j 
 �� ns��� � 
 � ns��� � 
 �� ns���
� 
 ���� and a�� 
 ��� �� ns���

Fig� � displays a typical stability diagram correspond�
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ing to lower birefringence� The bistability region �II	
around the minimum threshold has expanded� while its
high frequency border bends towards the threshold line�
However� the most important di�erence with Fig� � is
that now� �x is stable on almost the whole blue side of the
gain peak for high enough currents� This is due to a new
border running quite parallel to the threshold line from
the low�frequency border of II towards the blue side of
the gain peak� This border� which in fact was already
present in Fig� � though at quite high current values�
becomes closer to the threshold line as either �p or �j
decrease� Finally� in some cases �not shown in Fig� �	
another region may appear where neither of the linearly
polarized modes is stable as described elsewhere���

As before� PS occurs as the system is brought from I

to III or viceversa� However� there are now two possible�
independent ways to achieve this goal� The �rst one is� as
before� �thermally induced� since it corresponds to scan�
ning �� The second is to keep constant � while increas�
ing I � We call this second mechanism �non�thermal�
since it occurs at constant � and while staying on the
blue side of the gain peak� It is associated with the po�
larization switching mechanisms discussed in Ref� � ����
It should be noted that in this case� the switching takes
place from the LP mode with the longer wavelength to
that with shorter wavelength� i� e�� from the larger to
the smaller unsaturated gain�

Fig� �� Stability diagram of linearly polarized solutions�
Solid arrows indicate possible switching processes �see text��
Same parameter values than in Fig� � except for �p 
 � ns���

The most general stability diagram in Fig� � can be
readily connected to di�erent experimental situations�
When the injection current is slowly increased� the tem�
perature of the device also increases following the current
injection due to self�heating� which is only e�ective on
relatively long time�scales �� �s	� Then� a diagonal

path in the I �� stability diagram is followed� For VC�
SELs with large spectral shift of the cavity resonance
relative to the gain spectrum the path is quite �horizon�
tal� and therefore only the PS associated to arrow � can
be observed� If the thermal shift of the cavity resonance
and gain spectrum were smaller� then the path would
be more �vertical� and the PS along arrow � could be
observed under quasi CW operation� In any case� exper�
iments where the current increases on times shorter than
the thermal response time can explore these transitions
occurring for constant ���
In summary� we have shown that polarization switch�

ing in single�transverse mode VCSELs can in general be
induced in two independent ways� The linearly polarized
states of a VCSEL are associated to a phase�locked state
of the two circularly polarized components of the optical
�eld� E�� at either 	 � � or 
� Polarization switching
occurs associated to the exchange of stability of these
phase�locked states through amplitude�phase coupling�
which can be achieved by either increasing the injection
current at constant detuning or by scanning the detun�
ing while keeping the injection current �xed� The lat�
ter case can be termed a thermally induced polarization
switching since the primary thermal e�ect is to redshift
in di�erent amounts the cavity resonance and the gain
spectrum� On the contrary� the former one is not ther�
mally induced� and it relies on the saturable dispersion
e�ect associated with the carrier and frequency depen�
dence of the refractive index of the active region�
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